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“There is a perversity in the learning process: We look backward at history
and tradition to go forward; we can also look downward to go upward. And
withholding judgement may be used as a tool to make later judgement more
sensitive.
This is a way of learning from everything.”

- Learning from Las Vegas
(Denise Scott Brown, Robert Venturi, and Steven Izenour)
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ABSTRACT
Plastic is everywhere. We know this, of course, yet we hardly pause to notice
it. Plastic in its most voluminous quantities hardly commands attention from
modern society. The glossy, crackling, malleable material is torn apart, sliced
open, peeled off, filled with icy beverages; serving its purpose for usually less
than a few minutes before it’s tossed away. We cake landfills, flood oceans,
clog drains, choke rivers, and stuff the bellies of fish and birds with plastic. The
endless march of plastic production and plastic waste begs the obvious question
– how can we reuse it (in massive quantities)? This thesis, within the context of
increasing population and urban density, will critically examine the material,
aesthetic, architectural, and cultural implications of building from excess as a
‘solution.’ An urban fabric woven with brightly colored, shining plastic would
celebrate the phenomenon of disposable products engineered for eternal
longevity in a grotesque, mesmerizing matrix of chemically-laden building
components that undulate and flow through the urban fabric.
The development of this thesis will begin by identifying relationships between
excess and accumulation, and how they translate into abstract built form. The role
of the individual is crucial in understanding the process of accumulation through
lack of personal responsibility for long-term excess. Creating an engaging
spectacle from plastic waste will challenge the individual role of the consumer in
the accumulation of the excessive and spectacular. The contradictory celebration
of waste as an attractive phenomenon shifts it from a byproduct of consumption
to a driver of consumption.
At its culmination, this thesis will introduce a novel experience of a transformed
urban environment as a vehicle for critically exploring the romantic potential
of excess. In the face of an excess crisis that hits maximum capacity, the city’s
inhabitants collect and manipulate plastic waste to participate and compete
in the viral trend of ‘feel-good’ sustainability. Computationally designed
plastic components accumulate at a multitude of scales, increasingly weaving
compelling plastic threads in to the urban condition. Plastic waste, once shipped
off and out of sight, now lives within the city boundaries, fed and nurtured and
praised by the consumers. Participants become obsessed with their creation of
spectacle and lose sight of long-term consequence. A sickeningly mesmerizing
plastic landscape, though fantastical, will inevitably draw parallels to lived
conditions resulting from plastic overproduction today. Reimagining the existing
volume of plastic into a designed, consumer-fed spectacle takes a critical stance
on our understanding of sustainability and consequence, calling on us to take
accountability for the longevity of our excess.
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THESIS STATEMENT
Accumulation of excess is an exponentially growing problem that exists “out
of sight, out of mind” from the consumer society that creates it. Plastic excess
continues to grow, damaging the public health and environment of poorly
regulated developing countries who are left to deal with it. Meanwhile, the main
producers of excess (like the U.S.) continue production and flawed recycling
methods under the veil of wishful sustainability. The relentless consumption of
plastic, combined with spatial, social, and economic disconnect with its after-life,
make it a critical example of our faulty relationship with excess.
To emphasize and criticize the way we address excess in our environment, its
presence is reimagined as a celebrated spectacle that is driven by and directly
effects the obsessive consumer society that feeds it.
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THESIS ESSAY
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INTRODUCTION
Plastic excess is accumulating rapidly in a finite environment. Consumers
and producers alike can avoid collective responsibility without individual
consequence, simultaneously compounding the problem and detaching it from
critical awareness. As demonstrated by architectural precedents including Coney
Island (6) and the Digital Grotesque (4), the concept of excess has the potential to
become a spectacle that commands intrigue and stimulates human experience. If
plastic excess could manifest itself in a similar way through its lengthy (possibly
infinite) afterlife, it could transform the environment in a phenomenal system
that is celebrated rather than largely forced out of consciousness. Giving plastic
the weight of individual impact through the vehicle of spectacle and material
exploration would afford it value and tremendous social implications.

Yiwu International Trade City(8)
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DEFINING THE PROBLEM
The existence of plastic is not so much of a problem as the persistence of it.
Not only does it permeate every corner of our daily environment, it persists for
at least hundreds of years after its use. Since its production boom in the 1950s,
we’ve accumulated 9.2 billion tons of plastic that isn’t going anywhere. While
“Reduce, Reuse, Recycle” sounds like a logical solution, 6.9 billion tons of the
plastic have become waste and “a staggering 6.3 billion tons never made it to
a recycling bin – a figure that stunned scientists who crunched the numbers in
2017 (8).” Because plastic was invented so recently, we don’t know how long
it will take to biodegrade – possibly ranging from 450 years to never. Despite
awareness of the alarming ecological impacts of plastic in terrestrial and marine
environments, production rises exponentially. While plastic’s cheap, durable,
sanitary, lightweight, water-resistant qualities make it incredibly beneficial to
many industries (think medical equipment, safety gear, mechanical systems,
etc.), they also make it incredibly problematic as a single-use material. Plastic
used for packaging (the largest plastic market today) contributes to nearly half
of plastic waste and is in use for less than six months (8). In the 1950s, when the
plastic market took off, disposable plastic was advertised for the convenience of
“Throwaway Living (3)”. The problem with plastic isn’t its use, it’s the afterlife of
the material once its original purpose is served.
While the individual consumer may be aware of the need to recycle, efficiency
and economy often trump the urgency of collective responsibility. It is nearly
impossible to shop – for clothes, groceries, home goods, online products, etc. –
without consuming plastic. Furthermore, much of the plastic used in packaging
can’t be easily reused or recycled (8). The sheer volume of plastic produced places
far too much pressure on the inadequate waste-management systems in place;
we are producing more than we have the infrastructure to recycle or process
(Parker). Waste-free bloggers have become a recent social media trend but are
often criticized for their cost-prohibitive and inaccessible methods. Shopping
bulk, making cleaning products from scratch, and purchasing goods from organic
and trendy stores can be part of a lifestyle choice that isn’t accessible to those
with less free time, disposable income, and food access. We also don’t often see
firsthand the impact plastic accumulation has on our world – it is usually shipped
out of the metropolis and transported to domestic and foreign processing
plants, relieving the consumer of environmental guilt. To many of us, a landscape
blanketed and clogged with plastic may sound like an alarmist dystopia, though
it is already the reality for some. In Bangladesh, for example, plastic has become
a way of life for many inhabitants who earn money from participating in an
informal waste-picking industry (8).
How can plastic accumulation transition from an abstract problem in the back
of a consumer’s mind to a central focus? The collective responsibility we have
for plastic waste must have a greater appeal to the individual consumer than
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efficiency and economy. The mentality must shift from “this one cup won’t make
a difference,” to that ‘one cup’ having a tangible, compelling impact on the
individual consumer. Can the efficiency of the plastic market be outshone by the
celebration and individual consumption of plastic’s afterlife?

Waste- Pickers in Bangladesh (8)
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APPROACHES TO PLASTIC REUSE
Some organizations and designers have tried to employ plastic waste as a
building block with various cultural and practical implications. The Cola Bow
by Studio Penda, for instance, criticizes the Coca-Cola Company’s relentless
production of plastic bottles. In 2017, the company revealed that they produce
128 billion plastic bottles per year. The Cola Bow is a pavilion-like installation that
uses Coca-Cola bottles as building blocks (2). While the structure is mesmerizing
in its unexpected material use and unmistakably statement-making, it allows
for the individual to shrug off responsibility for waste in favor of blaming
corporations. In terms of designing with plastic, the installation falls short in
exploring the qualities of plastic itself. The bottle is reused without any kind
of manipulation, simply emptied and then placed on the structure. While the
installation calls for public action through the interesting lens of building with
plastic as a means of reuse, it fails to offer insight into how the consumer can
contribute to the solution or how a plastic building block may acquire more
architectural depth.
A bit more complexity in addressing plastic as a building material can be found
in the SodaBIB proposal by NJIT students. The project seeks to reuse packaging
from disaster relief goods – pallets of water bottles – as building components
for temporary shelter roofs. The proposal is successful in considering the afterlife
of disposable plastic before it is shipped out. Plastic is approached from the
start with multiple uses in mind; the shipping pallet becomes roof framing and
the bottles insert like shingles (1). While considering plastic’s second life from
the beginning is an important step, the proposal lacks scalability and therefore
widespread impact. Intended for temporary shelter in disaster relief situations,
the influence of plastic reuse is still very isolated, while its impermanence means
it will still end up as waste. The materiality of plastic is yet again left unexplored,
leaving us with the building components that represent undesirable waste rather
than a novel plastic aesthetic.
The Mexico-based initiative Conceptos Plasticos, led by Oscar Mendez, has
tackled the research of plastic materiality by developing bricks made from
recycled PET. The bricks are lightweight, easy to assemble, and more insulated
and fire-resistant than their clay counterparts (11). While this work is significant
in its desire to investigate plastic as a building material capable of resolving
pragmatic issues, it lacks an aesthetic or poetic quality. The plastic, ground
and compressed into a drab gray brick, loses any representation of its original
materiality. Its lackluster quality fails to celebrate the capabilities of plastic in a
system powerful enough to encourage consumers and producers alike to reclaim
excess and take responsibility for the afterlife of plastic.
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Cola-Bow (2)

SodaBIB (1)

Conceptos Plasticos (11)
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FORMATION OF EXCESS
To understand how plastic excess fits within the context of architectural design,
systems of accumulation and excess in the built form must be examined. The
Centre Pompidou in Paris, for example, demonstrates how the collection and
relocation of a subtle system transforms it into a defining feature. The art
museum’s striking appearance is both shocking and intriguing. The driving
concept for the building was a radical relocation of its structural and mechanical
systems to the exterior, freeing up interior flexibility (10). Building systems were
brought into focus rather than hidden, and the resulting celebration completely
changed the perception of the necessary functions of a building. A prevalent
– yet unnoticed – language was redefined for pragmatic reasons, and in the
process became a unique, compelling feature of the Paris skyline. If a similar
approach were taken to the “system” of plastic, intriguing forms could emerge
and perception of the material would be redefined.
Another system of excess can be seen in the development of Coney Island,
intriguingly described by Rem Koolhaus in Delirious New York. Koolhaus
analyzes the exponential growth of the spectacular amusement park as driven
by the insatiable consumer. Residents of New York city were hungry for escape
from daily life in the cramped city, seeking “otherworldliness” in the engaging,
unexpected, manufactured spectacle of Coney Island. And the park delivered,
relentlessly producing attractions guaranteed to be more absurd and exciting
than the last. Fantastical artificial villages were crafted, raging fires were set and
fought daily for entertainment, and impossibly dangerous trains and chutes
jutted into the skyline and over the harbor (6). In a language of absurdity lacking
any necessity for rationalization or connection to reality, the park was driven
by its capability to provide escape and shock value. This value was determined
by the masses of society, who consumed each phenomenon with fervor and
demanded more without the necessity of consequences. The more shocking the
attraction, the greater the demand for something more absurd, feeding a cycle of
consumption and spectacle that grew in intensity. Plastic excess, like the overload
of attractions in Coney Island, has the potential to become an otherworldly
manifestation that appeals to the consumer rather than demanding responsibility.

MANIFESTATION OF ACCUMULATION
To further discern the role of excess in architecture, it is necessary to investigate
accumulation (the starting point of excess) and how it manifests itself in
form. While the concept of excess can be abstract and open to interpretation,
accumulation is a more tangible manifestation that can be studied through
architecture. The recent growth of computational design capabilities allows
algorithm-based exploration of digital accumulation, discussing buildup through
a new platform. The work of Mark Foster Gage Architects, especially proposals
like the Metropol Hotel, presents the expression of digital accumulation (7).
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The extreme, unexpected ornamentation of the hotel’s facade resists fitting into
an architectural style, drawing intrigue from its out-of-place aesthetic. While
certainly interesting, the proposal lacks in its capacity for lasting impact on the
viewer. It’s stuck-on facade quality detaches it from passerby – it can be looked
at and admired, but ultimately remains separate from the streetscape and blends
in to the background of daily routine over time. Like plastic accumulation, the
building doesn’t demand enough from the individual to have more of an impact
than a moment of pause.
The Digital Grotesque installations by Benjamin Dillenburger and Michael
Hansmeyer do more to command this impact through a change in scale. The
digitally manipulated interpretations of grottoes are 3D printed to engage
with the viewer at a more intimate, experiential scale. The grotto-like form
and the extreme level of complexity (approaching grotesque) encourages
individual interaction, engagement, and stimulation. The project uses traditional
formal elements as the starting point for extreme manipulation to highlight
the unfamiliar by reminding the viewer of the familiar. Evidence of what was
once in place expresses the development of otherworldliness, resulting in an
experience that is at once organic and formal, foreign and familiar (4). Despite
their experiential intrigue, the grottoes tend to remain something of an “object,”
able to be appreciated and studied but eventually fading in impact as the viewer
moves on. For plastic excess to become a celebrated spectacle rather than a
detached system, it must command a lasting impact on the individual consumer.

Metropol Hotel (7)

Digital Grotesque
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IMPACT ON THE INDIVIDUAL
Iris Van Herpen is a Dutch fashion designer who employs digital and material
complexity to define and re-imagine the relationship of the body to the
environment. Her collections convey tangible and imagined experiences - of
free-falling, sound waves, topography, water, the digital unseen, voltage, etc (5).
Understanding any of the pieces provokes an exploration and questioning of the
relationship of the human to the surroundings. The striking, unique garments use
digital innovation as a threshold to the environment. Dramatic, evocative design
is employed at its most intimate level - the body. While the Digital Grotesque
and Metropol Hotel convey digital excess as surroundings, Van Herpen imagines
similar complexity as a negotiating medium to surroundings. In incorporating this
manifestation with the body (rather than simply surrounding it), Van Herpen’s
designs are inescapable, personal, continuous experiences. If plastic excess
were to have this type of relationship to the individual, it may start to redefine
its place as a system in the eyes of the consumer. For a problem with collective
responsibility to become relevant to the individual component of the group, its
consequences should have an experiential effect on the individual. As plastic
excess transforms into a spectacle, the plastic afterlife becomes a draw for the
consumer rather than a consequence for the individual.

Undulate

Diffuse

Sheath

Atmospheric Relationships (5, modified by
author)
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TRANSFORMATIVE GROWTH
The case studies examined, apart from Coney Island, present instances of excess
which exist as moments of interaction rather than an experiential environment. As
demonstrated in Coney Island, to create an environment that possesses a certain
quality of otherworldliness, two qualities must be true:
1. The whole (the environment) must be greater than the mere sum of its parts
(the instances of excess).
2. The environment must continuously change (how can there be a sense of
otherworldliness without continuously defying the existing world?).
In the park, one instance (one ride or attraction) can be unexpected and
interesting in isolation. But the madness, absurdity, and relentless excitement
of the island is derived from the excessive accumulation of spectacle. All of the
attractions combine to create something else, their accumulation transforms the
very experience of their whole. The key to the “whole” remaining continuously
shocking and unexpected is its relentless growth. The change and introduction of
newer and more ridiculous “parts” feeds the transformation of the environment.
This is achieved by the inherently competitive nature of spectacle – it demands
the most extreme reaction out of the consumer. When trumped by a more
phenomenal attraction, new spectacles must be introduced so as not to lose
the attention of the individual. The frenzied accumulation of more feeds the
insatiable machine, allowing it to grow, develop, and turn into something otherthan.

Accumulation (by author)
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VEHICLE
In considering the plastic environment, it is essential to evaluate its extents.
A small accumulation could be brief and playful. Grow this, and it becomes
encompassing enough to be compelling and encourage speculation. Further
expansion starts to become overstimulating and claustrophobic. Continue the
spread of the environment and individual control is relinquished to the whole.
A never-ending landscape of relentless spectacle and exhaustive accumulation
of the grotesque becomes its own entity, removed from the familiar and subject
to no context other than its own survival. Here a reflection on the Carceri by
Piranesi seems critical. While plastic was far in the future, Piranesi imagined a
fantastic cityscape confined to the consequences of existing conditions (12). His
restrictive classical forms condemning the viewer to their imprisonment could be
re-imagined as the modern-day accumulation of plastic. The results of society’s
unwillingness to change may doom it to an inescapable incarceration within its
follies – once architectural language, now material excess.

Carceri (9)

Carceri (9)

Carceri (9)

Examinations of Coney Island and the Carceri as environments maintain the
notion that they are experiences that exist within a larger system. The Carceri
are a series of vignettes of a supposed larger hell-scape (12), and Koolhaas
describes Coney Island as a microcosm of Manhattanism (6). While a larger
system of the transformative impacts of plastic accumulation is discussed, the
closer examination should investigate a sort of microcosm or laboratory of the
overall. The thesis will develop a narrative (like the format of Koolhaas describing
Coney Island) to chronicle and romanticize the accumulation of spectacular
plastic excess over time. The “instances” of buildup will originate at the individual,
created by the consumers of plastic goods and fetishized by the consumers of
plastic spectacle.
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CONCLUSION
Society’s relationship with excess is ever-shifting and subject to change. Excess
is perceived as grotesque, cringe-worthy, and nauseating when it is undesirable.
However, if excess manifests itself as a surprising, intriguing spectacle, we
become enamored with it as consumers. Consumption and celebration of
phenomenal excess, if unrestricted, results in an unstoppable growth of delirium
and absurdity.
If plastic could become the embodiment of this excess, it’s inherent persistence,
overproduction, overconsumption, and unfamiliarity with the natural environment
feeds its potential for exponential growth. The key is aesthetic value that renders
plastic as a desirable, trendy material in the eyes of the consumer. Fostering a
loving (rather than disdainful) relationship with plastic waste will transform the
understanding of its role in society and the environment. Celebrating plastic
provides the necessary vehicle to alter peripheral awareness of excess into a
critical focus.
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CONDITIONS FOR ACCUMULATION
The accumulation of excess occurs when the system for dealing with excess
reaches a critical maximum capacity. In the case of plastic waste, the system is
the waste management stream that begins at the consumer, continues through
collection companies, and ‘ends’ at either a recycling processing facility or a
landfill. The recycling route (as opposed to landfill) has a much lower critical
capacity that, when reached, can have catastrophic results for both the industry
and consumers who have become emotionally attached to their sustainable
practices.
Once placed in the ‘blue bins’ (which have become somewhat of a “religious
icon” in many West Coast cities like Portland (1), plastic waste is collected by
hauling companies and delivered to material recovery facilities (MRFs). MRFs
sort the recycled material, picking out the trash and separating the recycled
goods by material. They then find buyers for the material who will further break
it down into a useable raw form (plastic is shredded into microplastic beads,
glass is sorted and melted, etc.). The system begins to collapse, however, when
there is no demand for recycled materials and MRFs cannot find buyers. Unlike
many other industries, lack of demand has no impact on supply - households
will continue to fill their recycling bins regardless of the recycling economy (1).
The producers of plastic waste maintain no responsibilty for excess; once it is
placed in the blue bins we are absolved from guilt and can feel good about our
sustainable practices. Because the supply is relentless, MRFs can very quickly
become congested with waste when there are no buyers to clear out the facility.
This congestion works its way down the supply chain to the hauling companies
who, in times of crisis, are charged for the delivery of incoming goods rather than
paid for it (1). In some cases this affects waste producers, who are charged a fee
for the collection of their recycling output (such as glass recycling in many cities).
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CRISIS
After recycling is sorted by MRFs, roughly 60 percent of the United States’
recycled waste is purchased by China for further processing. In 2018, China
implemented the National Sword Policy, a strict set of limitations on the amount
of non-recylable material they would allow in imports of recycled goods. The
policy stated that .5% of material could be waste, in an effort to clean up their
domestic waste processing facilities, saving time and labor. After multiple
shipments from the United States failed to pass the Chinese standards (with
18-42 times the allowed amount of trash), China severely limited the amount of
material they would import from the U.S. and banned the import of plastic (1).
Crisis quickly followed in the United States, particularly the West Coast that
primarily relies on China to purchase recycling. MRFs are scrambling to find
buyers, but since China usually imports 45-60 percent of the world’s recycling,
countries everywhere are struggling and the supply is much higher than the
demand. Domestically, the U.S. lacks the infrastructure to handle the surplus
- processing facilities require enormous amounts of technology, equipment,
and labor. As a result, MRFs are at a standstill, drowing in excess material and
anxiously awaiting a solution (1).

PORTLAND AS A CASE STUDY
Among the West Coast cities, Portland is perhaps the most dramatically affected.
“I’ve been at this 40-plus years,” says Jeff Murray of EFI, a recycling company on
Swan Island. “We’ve never seen anything like this, ever (1).”
Portlanders take an enormous amount of pride in their recycling habits. They’ve
built up a reputation for sustainable practices, from urban parks and green
transportation systems to implementing policies that encourage Portlanders to
recycle just about everything. Inhabitants boast that 70 percent of their municipal
solid waste (MSW) gets recycled, double the national average. But the critical
component in this statistic is the definition of ‘recycled.’ As discussed, recycling
is a long and laborious process with many players. What Portland means is that
70 percent of their MSW gets placed into blue bins - not actually fully processed
into useable material. In fact, 9-20 percent of blue bin material was found to be
contaminated (1).
This is primarily a result of so-called “wishful recycling.” This is a habit that
emerges from the feel-good appeal of sustainability combined with the lack
of accountability required in curbside pickup. “People have an emotional
attachment to recycling,” says Dylan de Thomas of the Recycling Partnership,
a national advocacy group. “When you have something in your hand, you can
throw it away, which is considered bad, or you can recycle, which is good (1).”
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recycling contamination (1)

True, Portlanders love the idea of recyling, but the lack of education and
responsibility for what is accepted recycled material makes the system incredibly
inefficient. The fervor for recycling aslo means that MRFs are being overwhelmed
with incredible speed because the supply is both relentless and far exceeding
national averages.
This has resulted in a number of changes to the system. When MRFs within
the Portland metro area reached max capacity for intake, collection and
hauling companies had nowhere to go. The rest of Oregon has very few MRFs,
and shipping material to other states wasn’t worth the transportation costs.
Portlanders saw a 715 percent increase in monthly bills for waste collection
as local MRFs grinded to a halt. Desperate, MRFs gained permission from the
state to start sending their material to landfills in order to clear out the space.
Currently, this is still the widespread method for dealing with recycling in the
Portland area, and Portlanders are devastated (1).
“We all grew up recycling in this state. “It’s in our blood. It’s in our DNA.” - Vinod
Singh of Far West Recycling (1)
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(per person)

the average portlander produces 0.5 sq feet of
plastic per day. this builds up quickly.
(2, diagram by author)
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With such fierce recycling ethos and sense of increasing urgency, imagine if
Portlanders started holding on to at least their plastic waste rather than placing
it at the curbside for pickup. Fueled by distrust in the recycling system and
outraged that their (not so) carefully recycled material is being sent to landfills,
might Portlanders take it upon themselves to find a use for their plastic excess?
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HOW CAN WE BUILD FROM EXCESS...
Facing recycling crises determined by complex global economic factors, individual
action is a feasible and attainable step in the right direction. Consumers deciding
to reuse their plastic excess would benefit from immediate gratification and the
assurance that their waste is actually being recycled. Individual reuse would also
have enormous cultural value in a society that glorifies trendy sustainability and
affords bragging rights to those making green choices like going anti-straw or
purchasing accessories from companies that use ocean plastic. The beginning
stages of a potentially widespread plastic reuse trend occuring at the individual
level can already be found in certain communities.
Precious Plastic is a DIY inspired initiative that promotes the creative reuse
of plastic waste through self-built fabrication techniques. They are “a global
community of hundreds of people working towards a solution to plastic pollution.
Knowledge, tools and techniques are shared online, for free (3).” The company
provices open-source drawing sets and instructions for a series of machines that
can be built by anyone to break down and use excess plastic. Combined with the
increasingly affordable and available technology of the 3D printer, a consumer
could easily befome fully equipped with the necessary tools to build from plastic
excess. A catalogue of computational designs, inherently excessive in their
complexity and possibility, allow the consumer to design and build anything they
can imagine, with near-limitless possibilities.
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...AND WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF WE DID?
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Sustainability Enthusiasts Are
Urging You to Hold on to Plastic
Waste Until Solution is Found

Eco-Minded Individuals Hoarding
Plastic Waste to Keep It out of
Landfills
Updated February 2, 2019

Mistrust in Recycling Process
Leads to Sharp Decline in Curbside
Pickup
What you can do with your plastic instead
February 2, 2019 by Alyson Demskie

STRICT RECYCLING
RESTRICTIONS FROM CHINA
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U.S. fails tests,
China bans recycled
plastic

PLASTIC COLLECTION
AND HOARDING

Plastic
reaches ma
cri

So Long, HGTV

DIY Plastic Design Makes Home
Renovations Easier and Cheaper Than
Ever
by Alyson Demskie

Beloved Streetscape gets a
Vibrant Plastic Makeover
Architecture + Design

Iconic Portland Building
Transformed by Plastic

The infamous postmodernist structure got a
bold new look (photos)
Updated 2/7/2019

Woman 3D-Prints Her Entire
Wardrobe from Reused Plastics
February 2, 2019 by Alyson Demskie

collection
ax capacity,
itical

THE MAKERSPACE
REVOLUTION

New Ordinance Allows ‘Clip On’
Facade Modifications by
Portland Tenants
Tags: Portland, Design, Plastic, Living

DIY plastic reuse goes
viral, permeates
design industries

PLASTIC
TAKEOVER
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EXPERIENTIAL CONDITION
The permeation of excess occurs and is represented at multiple scales. Renders
and animation demonstrate the accumulation and growth of plastic excess,
beginning at the scale of the body and working up to the scale of the cityscape.
Individuals in the narrative are obsessed with their newfound ability to build
from excess. Beginning as a trend, the fascination quickly becomes sinister as its
participants become addicted and unable to stop, suffocating themselves and
their city in a plastic wonderland. An insatiable desire for spectacle and ‘feelgood’ solutions drives the inhabitants in this critique on our relationship with
excess and accountability.
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what happens:

accessorize
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growth

takeov

ver

environment is replaced

you are replaced
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01 unit

brick:

02 aggregate

frame:

03 twist and
grow

01 unit

panel:

02 aggregate

03 rotate and
grow
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window:

01 unit

02 aggregate

01 unit

beam:

02 aggregate

03 flow and
obscure

03 deform and
intersect

01 unit

01 unit

02 aggregate

03 sweep and
obscure

pipe:

02 aggregate

03 branch and
intersect
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animation:
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Congratulations for purchasing the ultimaker z-series! Now that you’ve
completed setup, you’re ready to build your wildest creations from your plastic
surplus. The opportunities are limitless. Let’s begin.
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SCENE 01: THE GARMENT
We will start with something small.
How about a garment – a statement piece. Make
it neon. You melt it and design it and print it
and make it beautiful and then you’ll post it
on Instagram (hashtag-sustainability-hashtagplastic) and everyone will love it and they’ll be
jealous and maybe so jealous that they will make
their own garment but it wont matter, yours is
already huge and wonderful and maybe a bit
suffocating but you cant stop.
You keep adding until you can’t see or hear or
breathe anything but sticky gooey plastic and
you LOVE it.
You are obsessed, you are insatiable, you will not
stop until YOU are plastic.
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SCENE 02: THE ROOM
The garment was not enough.
You want to surround yourself with your plastic
creations. Fill your room. Cover your walls. Get
rid of your furniture, it’s only in the way.
You can hardly see out your window but it
doesn’t matter. There are hundreds of glossy,
undulating plastic pieces crawling and growing
and twisting as you build more and more. You
are running out of room but you don’t stop. You
have created quite the space for yourself.
But it needs more. What else can you build?
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rendered scenes:
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the garment
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the body
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the room
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the city
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REFERENCE: CASE STUDIES

Organization
01 How a subtle system becomes a spectacle
02 How consumption of spectacle drives excess
03 How excess manifests itself in modern digital form
04 How form becomes intimate surroundings
05 How form becomes threshold to surroundings
06 How grotesque maintains intrigue
07 How a narrative may be crafted
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01 CENTRE POMPIDOU
Renzo Piano + Richard Rogers
Paris, France

DESCRIPTION

The Centre Pompidou was constructed in the heart of Paris in the 1970s, and its striking appearance is both
shocking and intriguing. The driving concept for the museum was a radical relocation of the building’s
structural and mechanical systems to the exterior, freeing up interior flexibility. Building systems were brought
into focus rather than hidden, and the resulting celebration completely changed the perception of the
necessary functions of a building. A prevalent - yet unnoticed - language was redefined for pragmatic reasons,
and in the process became a unique, compelling feature (7).
If a similar approach were taken to the “system” of plastic, intriguing forms could emerge and public awareness
of the material would be redefined. Plastic waste, like the Pompidou’s building systems, could be centralized
for pragmatic reasons (in this case, efficient reuse and recycling) while provoking unexpected response in its
unprecedented large-scale celebration.

DOCUMENTATION

Overall (7)

“Jelly Mould” Concept (7)

Scale (7)

Process Model (7)

Access (7)
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02 CONEY ISLAND
As Described by Rem Koolhaus (Delirious New York)
New York, NY

DESCRIPTION

In Rem Koolhaas’s Delirious New York, he walks through the narratives that defined the rigorous, absurd,
tireless development of the explosive phenomenon of Manhattanism. Notably, he spends considerable time
examining the grotesque development of Coney Island as a consumer-driven microcosm of Manhattan. In
a lengthy section, he describes the exhaustive spectacles crafted in the fantastical realm of Coney Island.
Attractions, free from architectural and social restraints, were designed to be exponentially more absurd,
entertaining, and shocking than their predecessors. He describes attractions that seem baffling in the modern
era, let alone the early 20th century. Entire villages were artificially crafted as spectacles, massive fires were set
and fought daily for entertainment, impossibly dangerous trains and chutes jutted into the skyline and over
the harbor. In a language of absurdity lacking any necessity for rationalization or connection to reality, the
park was driven purely by its capacity for shock value. This value was determined by the masses of society,
who consumed each spectacle with fervor, demanding more without the necessity of consequences (3).
This mentality of consumption driving excess can easily be applied to an understanding of the problem of
consumer-driven plastic excess.

DOCUMENTATION

The Dreamland Fire (1911), Library of Congress

Dreamland’s Ballroom, Chutes, Leap Frog
Railway, Fighting Flames (1906); Heart of

Luna Park at Night, Delirious New York (1)

Double-Barrel Chutes, Heart of Coney Island
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View from Chutes, Paul and Nancy Brigandi

02 CONEY ISLAND
As Described by Rem Koolhaas (Delirious New York)
New York, NY

DEVELOPMENT OF EXCESS

Consumption

Spectacle

Spectacle

Consumption

Spectacle

(Diagram by author)

EXCERPTS FROM DELIRIOUS NEW YORK:
Electricity, (3, p. 35)
“Bright lights are placed at regular intervals along the surf line....giving those unable to reach the water in the
daytime a man-made, 12-hour extension. What is unique in Coney Island... is that this false daytime is not
regarded as second-rate. Its very artificiality becomes an attraction: “Electric Bathing.””
Impressions, (3, p.29)
“Golden gossamer threads tremble in the air. They intertwine in transparent flaming patterns, which flutter and
melt away, in love with their own beauty mirrored in the waters.”
Theory, (3, p.41)
“...single towers have often acted at fairs as lone climaxes of elaborate Beaux Arts complexes, exclamation
marks within carefully coordinated overall designs, deriving their dignity and impact from their singleness.
Thompson’s genius is to let these needles proliferate at random, to create an architectural spectacle out of the
drama of their frenzied scramble for individuality and to identify this battle of the spires as the definitive sign of
otherworldliness, the mark of another condition.”
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03 METROPOL HOTEL
Mark Foster Gage
New York, NY

DESCRIPTION

The Metropol Hotel by Mark Foster Gage Architects is a 40-room hotel proposal for Tribeca in Manhattan.
The hotel’s defining feature is a “cloud-like” facade with complex sculptural details. It’s complexity relies on
technological innovation in both digital design and material capabilities. It employs tinted high resolution
concrete and toned alloy panels to resemble luxurious marble and concrete (5).
The Metropol Hotel may provide insight into how digital and material manipulation could lend themselves to
an abstract, modern-day manifestation of excess and spectacle. If Coney Island or the Pompidou were critically,
diagrammatically re-imagined through the lens of computational design, the result may resemble something
like the Metropol Hotel. While certainly a spectacle, the hotel falls short in its impact on the social and cultural
ramifications of designing from excess. The disconnect of the facade to interior and building to street level
inhibits an intimate understanding of excess. Its separation from the individual scale renders it as a removed
spectacle rather than an experience.

DOCUMENTATION

Detail (5)

Plan (5)

Front View (5)

Street Perspective (5)
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04 DIGITAL GROTESQUE
Benjamin Dillenburger + Michael Hansmeyer
Grotto I and II, Centre Pompidou and FRAC Center

DESCRIPTION

The Digital Grotesque is a digitally crafted and 3D printed set of installations by Benjamin Dillenburger and
Michael Hansmeyer. The installations take the form of topologically layered and complex “grottoes,” providing
an intimate and engaging interaction with the viewer. The practically limitless capabilities of computational
design allow for impossibly complex exploration of form at an unprecedented resolution. A vast surface area
(containing hundreds of facets and billions of data points) is folded and compressed into a relatively small,
stimulating form. Digital innovation sheds the restraints of rationalization, focusing exclusively on experiences
of “marvel, curiosity and bewilderment (Digital Grotesque).” Free of traditional limitations, the designers
exercised restraint in the conceptual development to occupy the space between traditional and organic, with a
result that at once feels familiar and strikingly foreign (1).
The Grottoes can be understood (perhaps more clearly than the Metropol) as digital manifestations of
boundless excess. Where the Metropol lacks individual impact, the Digital Grotesque provides an incredibly
intimate, engaging interaction with excessive complexity. This project highlights the importance of scale in
individual understanding and weight. In the exploration of plastic as excess, the problem must be related to
the individual to have an impact. Plastic is already prevalent and excessive, yet the problem remains unnoticed
and unchanged because it lacks personal, intimate weight. Ideas from the Digital Grotesque are crucial in reimagining potential impacts of the manifestation of plastic excess.

DOCUMENTATION

Scale (1)

Detail 02 (1)

Whole (1)

Detail 03 (1)

Detail 01 (1)

Detail 04 (1)
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04 DIGITAL GROTESQUE
Benjamin Dillenburger + Michael Hansmeyer
Grotto I and II, Centre Pompidou and FRAC Center

PROCESS

Powder Printing (1)

Form is Revealed (1)

Finish Type A - Paint (1)

Finish Type B - Gold Leaf (1)

Assembly (1)

Final (1)

ITERATIVE DIAGRAM

(Diagram by author)
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05 SELECTED COUTURE PIECES
Iris Van Herpen

DESCRIPTION

Iris Van Herpen is a Dutch fashion designer who employs digital and material complexity to define and reimagine the relationship of the body to the environment. Her collections convey tangible and imagined
experiences - of free-falling, sound waves, topography, water, the digital unseen, voltage, etc. Understanding
any of the pieces provokes an exploration and questioning of the relationship of the human to the
surroundings (2). The striking, unique garments use digital innovation as a threshold to the environment.
Dramatic, evocative design is employed at its most intimate level - the body.
While the Digital Grotesque conveys excess as surroundings, Van Herpen imagines similar complexity as
a negotiating medium to surroundings. In unifying this manifestation with the body (rather than simply
surrounding it), Van Herpen’s designs are inescapable, personal, continuous experiences. If the understanding
of plastic excess were tied to the individual (as is the consumption-driven cause of the problem), it’s impact
may start to take form aggregated within society.

DOCUMENTATION

Capriole (2)

Aeriform (2)

Syntopia (2)

Between the Lines (2)

Ludi Naturae (2)

Capriole (2)
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05 SELECTED COUTURE PIECES
Iris Van Herpen

DESIGN - BODY INTERACTION

(2)

ATMOSPHERIC RELATIONSHIPS

Undulate

Diffuse

Sheath

Radiate

Repel

(2, modified by author)

AGGREGATION

(2, modified by author)
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06 LE CARCERI D’INVENZIONE (Imaginary Prisons)
Giovanni Battista Piranesi

1720 - 1778
DESCRIPTION

Giovanni Battista Piranesi, an Italian architect and theorist of the 18th century, famously rejected classicism to
explore the human relationship with the sublime. He criticized the restrictions of traditional “beauty,” focusing
on the uncanny intrigue of decay and destruction. The rich complexity of decay is celebrated for breaking from
tradition in his seductively claustrophobic etchings of the Carceri, or Imaginary Prisons. Piranesi explores the
magnetic appeal of the grotesque through carefully crafted and complex scenes of impossible architectural
realms with no escape (8).
Studying the work and theories of Piranesi sheds light on the intrinsic appeal of the grotesque. The inescapable
lure of the shocking, absurd, unsettling, and uncanny has driven architects and designers to create works like
each of the case studies discussed. Understanding our social, cultural, and experiential relationship to the
grotesque is crucial in developing design from complexity and excess.

DOCUMENTATION

01 (6)

02 (6)

03 (6)

04 (6)

05 (6)

06 (6)
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07 THE HOUSE OF SMALL CUBES (La Maison en Petits Cubes)
Kunio Kato + Kenya Hirata
Animated Short Film, 2008

DESCRIPTION

The House of Small Cubes is a brief, beautifully animated narrative exploring the circumstances leading to
a desolate, flooded urban condition. The story begins with an elderly man who is inconvenienced by the
discovery of water flooding his home. Upon his exit of the home via rowboat, we realize the external condition
is completely flooded with the exception of a few small buildings jutting from the water. As the narrative
progresses, the man begins laying rows of bricks on top of his home - eventually constructing a new house
above the former. A scan of the broader setting leads to an ominous realization - others are also building
vertically to escape the rising waters. The extent of this discovery unravels as the mans pipe falls into the murky
depths, walking us through countless past homes with a reverse narrative of his memories (4).
This film suggests two interesting concepts - the idea of exploring a dystopian narrative in reverse, and the
increased impact of a dystopia that is somewhat familiar. The combination of these structures allows the viewer
to begin with the current condition, accepting it as an alternate reality. Working backwards and toward the
familiar, however, suggests the threatening realization that the fictional situation may not be so far removed
from reality. This is especially impactful when depicting an environmental dystopia (such as a flood) in the
context of our existing environmental crisis.

DOCUMENTATION

01 - Discovery of Flood (4)

04 - Continuous Vertical Building (4)

02 - Broader Scale Condition (4)

05 - Entry Into Depths (4)

03 - Building Process Begins (4)

06 - Progression Through Past Building/Narrative
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Examining the Recycling Crisis Through
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Introduction
The United States, along with many other countries, is facing a recycling crisis. In
2017, China, the world’s largest importer of recycled materials, enacted severe
restrictions on the amount and type of materials they would import. Globally,
this substantial blow to the recycling market has led to surplus product and a
lack of buyers. Materials are being shipped to unregulated markets or landfills
by necessity, where paper, metal, and plastic are often lost in the waste stream.
This often results in illegal dumping of material into the ocean and overwhelming
cities with insufficient waste management infrastructure and regulation.
In the U.S., the West Coast had been particularly dependent on China to purchase
their recycled goods and now faces overwhelmed facilities and major price rises
for participants in the waste collection stream. Socially, the crisis is causing rising
panic among West Coast cities like Portland who pride themselves on stellar
recycling rates and sustainability initiatives. Many of these cities have, in the last
decade, implemented recycling laws and ‘bottle bills’ to encourage sustainable
habits. Now, in the wake of China’s new policies and running out of space for
recycling, cities in Oregon are requesting (and being granted) permission to ship
collected recycled goods straight to landfills. The social outcry has been extreme,
prophesying and end to the recycling industry altogether. While governments
and individuals alike call to China for a policy change, it is necessary to evaluate
the economic, social, and spatial factors that have both led to and been affected
by this crisis. Understanding the systems that have both led to China’s policies
and exacerbated the effects of the crisis domestically can highlight areas for
improvement to our relationship with recycling.

Crisis
Beginning in 2017, China has implemented a series of severe restrictions on
recycling imports that have had tremendous impacts on the global recycling
industry. The restrictions began with what is referred to as the “National Sword”
policy, a first step in the country’s domestic cleanup effort (Jaquiss). For years,
China has been importing 60-70% of the world’s recycled materials, equating
to roughly 7 million tons of paper, aluminum, plastic, and other recycled
goods (Joyce). The material is either post-consumer (used by individuals, such
as food waste containers) or post-industrial (scraps or waste from industries
like construction). With the recycled material, often poorly sorted and highly
contaminated, comes a substantial amount of unusable waste that pollutes the
country’s environment and requires significant labor to remove. Plastic poses a
particularly severe threat as it requires complex processing equipment and results
in toxic byproducts that can contaminate both air and water sources.
Faced with increasing economic and environmental concerns, China implemented
the National Sword policy which, most notably, requires recycling imports to
have less than 0.5 percent contamination rates (Jaquiss). Most shipments from
the U.S. failed to pass inspection upon arrival in China, exceeding the limits by
18-42 percent and resulting in the ban of all U.S. plastic and most paper products
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(Jaquiss). Since then, China has tightened restrictions in an effort to reach a
goal of importing zero solid waste by 2020. Solid waste is generally defined
by the U.S. as collected material that has no resale value or potential as a raw
material (i.e. products that cannot be recycled), but internationally the term is
more ambiguous and still requires some clarification from China. Qiu Qiwen, the
head of the solid waste and chemical management department of the Ministry
of Ecology and Environment in China clarified that “Raw materials generated
from harmless processing of solid waste will not be classified as solid waste if
they meet China’s national quality standard and don’t pose risks to public health
or ecological safety (Staub, “Groups Warn that ‘Recycling is Not Enough”).”
Additionally, this draft law prohibits the import of all post-consumer recycling,
accepting only post-industrial material, and proposes reducing the contamination
limit for paper products to only 0.3 percent (Staub, “China Offers Clues on What
Will (and Won’t) Be Allowed In”).
Globally, the impact has had a tremendous ripple effect. Major producers of
recycling waste, including North America as a huge contributor, are faced
with a major shortage of buyers for their collected material (often sold in
bales of compressed, bound, unprocessed material). Seeking replacements for
the China market, many countries have turned to South and Southeast Asia.
Countries like Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam, and India have seen a
tremendous increase in recycling imports that often overwhelm inadequate waste
management infrastructure and threaten the environment and public health.
Several of these countries, including Malaysia and Thailand, have responded by
following China’s example and implementing waste restrictions, shifting the less
desirable and harder to process material to less equipped countries like Indonesia
(Marshall), (See Figure 1). The Global Alliance for Incinerator Alternatives (GAIA)
has examined this ripple effect particularly as it pertains to plastic, noting that
recycling tends to move from wealthier to less-wealthy countries as buyers pick
through the highest value products, leaving ill-prepared developing countries to
deal with the most difficult and lowest value products to deal with, often through
harmful incineration (Marshall).
The United States is a substantial contributor to global recycling waste. In regard
to plastic waste, the U.S. is the largest exporter, contributing to 12 percent of
global amounts (Dai). The U.S. had previously exported around 60 percent of
recycling to China, but restrictions have reduced this by a staggering 96 percent,
leaving the country with an overwhelming surplus of material (Dell). The West
Coast has been hit particularly hard due to a combination of above-average
recycling rates, dependence on China due to ease of shipping, and high social
value placed on recycling. Cities like Portland are overwhelmed by both the
extreme oversupply of material and cries of outrage from individuals alarmed
by the threat to the future of recycling (Jaquiss). To break down the factors
and effects of the recycling crisis both in the U.S. and globally, it is necessary to
evaluate the economic, social, and spatial relationships with recycling that have
played a role in this progression.
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TIMELINE OF BANS/RESTRICTIONS

July 2017
China sends notice to the World Trade Organization that it will
crack down on plastic scrap imports
January 2018 “National Sword” takes effect, China begins enforcing plastic scrap
restrictions
March 2018 China announces that it will impose a more rigorous
contamination standard for imports of 0.05%, down from 1.5%
April 2018

Thailand imposes a temporary ban on plastic scrap

May 2018
Thailand lifts temporary ban on plastic scrap
Malaysia temporarily stops issuing permits to import plastic scrap
June 2018

Malaysia resumes issuing plastic scrap permits

July 2018
Vietnam says it will stop issuing new licenses for waste imports
and crack down on illegal shipments of paper, plastic and metal
July 2018
end of 2019

China announces that it will ban all imports of “solid waste” by the

August 2018 Malaysia announces three-month freeze on issuing plastic waste
permit
Thailand announces an e-waste ban: it will ban imports of 432 types of scrap
electronics and will take effect within 6 months
October 2018 Malaysia announces that it will take steps to limit the import of
plastic waste and phase out imports of other types of plastic scrap (including
“clean” plastic) within 3 years
Thailand announces that it will permanently ban plastic imports by 2021
November 2018
Indonesian Industry Minister sends a letter to environment
minister requesting that they lift the ban on importing plastic. Indonesia currently
has a blanket ban on importing waste but not definitive rule on recyclable plastic,
as well as lax customs inspections so plastic waste enters with shipments marked
as recycling, or as mixed paper recycling
March 2019

India announces that it will ban all plastic scrap imports

April 2019
Vietnamese officials announce that they will bar all imports of
plastic scrap by 2025
Figure 1, (Marshall, Heather. “DISCARDED: Communities on the Frontlines
of the Global Plastic Crisis.” Facebook, GAIA (Global Alliance for Incinerator
Alternatives))
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The Supply and Demand of Waste
It is first necessary to examine the economic factors that have both led to
dependence on China and exacerbated the effects of the ban for secondary
markets. Though producers of recycled material view it as waste, picked up at the
curbside and ambiguously handled elsewhere, it is actually a commodity that is
subject to market fluctuations like other saleable goods. Producers (consumer
and industrial) act as suppliers of the good, and foreign buyers like China who
can process recycling into raw, useable material provide the demand. Recycled
material is often more expensive than virgin products, incentivizing processing
facilities to fill an increasing (sometimes mandated) corporate demand for
recycled products.
V
Twenty years ago, a voraciously growing China had a huge demand for useable
recycled material to turn in to products, as well as cheap labor and available
resources for processing. The United States, among many other countries
worldwide, had the supply. Paper recycling company founder and China’s first
female billionaire, Zhang Yin, saw additional opportunity on the U.S. West
Coast, where shipping containers that had delivered Chinese products were
being returned, empty, to China (Dai). Growing demand, available supply, and
cheap transportation created the perfect recipe for Chinese capitalization on the
recycling market, minus the unforeseen environmental consequences that arose
from inevitable contaminants. The other shoe would drop twenty years later,
when China came to terms with the massive environmental and public health
risks their unwanted recycling goods had on the country. Unusable or undesirable
material was dumped in natural sites near smaller town, contaminated the
environment and farmland. Martin Bourque, who runs a major recycling collection
facility out of Berkley, CA, confirmed this himself by placing a GPS tracker in a
bale of paper and plastic product sold to China that eventually ended up in a
heaping landfill seeping into farmland (Joyce).
Once China cracked down on waste, global and local economics continued to
determine how the crisis would affect countries across the globe. Unlike many
other goods, the recycling industry does not adjust its supply based on demand.
Household producers of recycling will continue to fill up their blue bins each
week, often completely unaware of the economic status of the industry or
fluctuations in material value (Jaquiss). Therefore, when China stopped importing
goods, exporters needed to quickly find other markets to alleviate domestic
congestion. Exports of recycled material shifted to developing countries,
following common international trade patterns that result in profit for both
parties. For wealthier, developed countries like the U.S., it is cheaper to export
material than to pay domestic fees to regulatory agencies like the EPA who
restrict recycling processing due to environmental risks. Developing countries
also benefit economically – a new market is introduced and they often lack the
stringent health, safety, and labor laws that drive up processing prices (Dai). In
the wake of the recent removal of China from the market, however, the demand
for importers is much too large. Southeast Asian markets cannot fill the demand
and are being quickly overwhelmed. Exports from the U.S. alone went up 7000
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percent in Thailand and several hundred percent in Malaysia, both countries with
inadequate waste management infrastructure and illegal processing companies
that damage environmental and public health (Joyce). After the initial spike,
U.S. exports to these newer markets are already dropping as overwhelmed
governments implement restrictions and import facilities become clogged with
surplus material.
The overwhelming of developing markets has resulted in increased costs to
individuals in both importing and exporting countries. Farmers in places like
Thailand face increasing costs of living due to harmful environmental results from
plastic processing. Pollution both kills crops and limits available clean water for
irrigation and livestock, increasing annual cost of living for one farmer by about
$3000 U.S. dollars (Marshall). In the U.S, congestion of the industry has resulted
in increased fees throughout the supply chain. Material Recovery Facilities (MRFs)
are being quickly filled with collected material brought in daily from collection
company trucks. Collection companies, who are typically paid for material upon
delivery, are now being charged a fee by overwhelmed MRFs with nowhere to
put new product. That fee works its way back to individuals, who, in Portland for
example, have seen a 715 percent increase in waste collection fees charged by
the collection companies (Jaquiss). Still, after all the fee increases, it often remains
cheaper for MRFs to just ship their oversupply of material to domestic landfills
than to try to find buyers in an oversaturated market. States like Oregon have
begrudgingly agreed to loosen recycling laws in order to allow sending recycling
straight to landfill, resulting in social outcry among sustainability advocates
(Jaquiss). The economies of the recycling industry, subject to global fluctuation
and lacking the relief of lowered supply, have both caused and exacerbated the
recycling crisis, leading to severe social and spatial effects in both importing and
exporting countries.

Wishful Thinking
While the demand for recycling material is primarily driven by economy, the
supply is largely influenced by its social value, a unique characteristic for a global
commodity. Social investment in recycling initiatives, particularly in the U.S., has
played a major role in both contributing to and responding to the recycling crisis.
Neither exclusively harmful or helpful, social value placed on recycling is certainly
skewed towards an idealistic view of the industry that promotes sustainability and
misplaces accountability, leading to a warped and often limited understanding of
the global consequences of the recycling industry.
Social value on recycling practices is especially high on the West Coast, where
cities pride themselves on sustainability goals and have implemented policies
like bottle bills, plastic grocery bag bans, and mandated recycling requirements.
Even with state and federal policies, convincing individuals to recycle is incredibly
difficult and relies heavily on its social capital. Portland, along with other major
West Coast cities like Sacramento and San Francisco, have successfully assigned
a high social value to recycling and sustainability, demonstrated by recycling
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rates over double the national average. Portlanders, who place 70 percent of their
municipal solid waste into their blue recycling bins, do take tremendous pride in
their sustainability practices. Local publication Willamette Weekly indicates the
social phenomenon, “that recycling total is a point of civic pride—only a handful
of major U.S. cities recycle more,” and comparing the blue bins to “religious
icons (Jaquiss).” Vinod Singh, from an MRF outside of Portland called Far West
Recycling, told the paper, “We all grew up recycling in this state. It’s in our blood.
It’s in our DNA (Jaquiss).”
Unfortunately, this pride is often misguided and can lead to the harmful practice
of “wishful recycling,” where individuals recycle everything and anything, with
little regard to what is actually recyclable. “Portlanders love to recycle. We enjoy
it so much we throw all kinds of stuff into our blue recycling bins that doesn’t
belong there (Jaquiss).” Blue bins in Portland, idealized and prided, contain
anywhere from 9-20 percent trash or nonrecyclable material (this number
exceeds the Chinese restrictions by 18-40 percent). This means that truckloads
of material arriving at MRFs carry with them 800-1600lbs of trash in every
delivery, no doubt contributing to both domestic labor costs for sorting and
to contamination of China’s industry (Jaquiss). If recycling exporters across the
globe have this kind of contamination rate, it is easy to see how China and now
Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand and others are being rapidly overwhelmed by
unwanted material.
Still, there is a disconnect. Producers, often unaware of their harmful habits,
continue to wishfully recycle and pride themselves on recycling rates that do
not reflect the percentage of material that is actually recycled post-blue-bin.
Furthermore, when crisis emerges and reports on extreme pollution levels
in developing countries are published, producers in far-removed developed
countries are quick to place blame on foreign markets. In a 2018 Earth Day
editorial published in USA Today, Americans are relieved from guilt over plastic
pollution because “Asian countries and messy fisherman are destroying the
world’s oceans (Dell).” While we may be quick to assume that developing
countries are responsible for the waste they leak or illegally dump into oceans, it
is crucial to understand that most of that waste has been irresponsibly exported
to those ill-prepared developing countries from the U.S., favoring costs over
environmental and health concerns. The disconnect can be demonstrated with
shocking juxtaposition between the sentiments of a member of a U.S. recycling
advocacy group and a Malaysian recycling factory owner. The advocacy member,
Dylan de Thomas of Recycling Partnership, explains “People have an emotional
attachment to recycling. When you have something in your hand, you can throw
it away, which is considered bad, or you can recycle, which is good (Jaquiss).”
By contrast, factory owner Vincent Lee calls for U.S. accountability for the
environmental and public health degradation of his country: “So selfish…You ask
people to die, while you go to heaven, and we go to hell (Marshall).” The public
disconnect in the U.S. from accountability for recycled material can start to be
negotiated by increased education, which includes a spatial awareness of the
material that does not end with curbside pickup.
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Out of Sight, Out of Mind
It is impossible to examine the recycling crisis without considering it spatially,
and it is similarly impossible to begin to remediate the situation without an
understanding of the spatial factors that have influenced the economic and social
decisions. Two types of spatial factors must be considered to better understand
where recycling is going, why, and how it has become so problematic. The first
is the space occupied by the sheer volume of material itself. Understanding just
how much recycled material is produced clarifies the severity of buildup in the
waste stream at all stages
The average person in the United states produces 0.5 lbs of plastic per day
(“Materials Management”), roughly one half of a cubic foot. True to this number,
the average household in Portland contributes 614 lbs of recycled material to
their blue bins every year (Jaquiss). This means that every 5 years, each person
volumetrically produces enough plastic to fill an entire room of their house
(multiply this by household members and you’d quickly run out of liveable
space (see Figure 2). MRFs in the U.S. are not just overwhelmed economically,
their physical spaces for sorting and baling are volumetrically at maximum
capacity, described as “medieval (Jaquiss).” Shipping to landfills, though socially
regretful, is often the only solution for Oregonian MRFs who have no choice
but to keep accepting truckloads of material, else the hauling companies have
nowhere to unload. If they couldn’t unload material, they would cease collection,
and Portlanders would quickly be living among their 0.5 cubic foot per day of
recycling material. Economics and social concerns aside, recycling is facing a
spatial crisis.
1 day

1 year

5 years

6”x6” compressed
cube

floor of one bedroom
at 12” height

floor to ceiling bedroom
(per person)

Figure 2, by author
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The second spatial factor that must be understood is the spatial relationship
between members of the recycling stream industry. Spatial proximity, or lack
thereof, drives economic decisions, obscures social consequences, and inhibits
enforcement of safety regulations. Relationships determine transportation
costs and availability of resources, which can influence where recycling goes.
For example, West Coast cities are impacted by the recycling crisis more than
East Coast cities because it was easier for them to ship to China (whereas East
Coast cities have looked to nearby domestic or European facilities). MRFs in are
unloading to landfills because there are no available processing facilities within a
reasonable distance (Jaquiss). While there are many developing companies who
may be willing to accept incoming recycling markets, Southeast Asian markets
are closer to China and require less increased shipping costs from exporters. As
restrictions are implemented in new markets, the import location drifts further
and further from its original Chinese location. As it shifts, it follows a pattern of
decreasing regulation, hitting increasingly unregulated markets with a surplus of
harmful waste that is often lost in these ill-prepared infrastructures (Marshall).
Furthermore, as recycled material continues through the processing stream,
moving from wealthier to poorer countries, regulated to unregulated systems,
it loses value. Each player in the process picks out the most valuable materials
– things that are easiest to recycle and highest in demand, like plastic water
bottles – shouldering off the lowest valued and most difficult materials to the
least-equipped facilities in developing countries (Marshall). Because regulation on
illegal and informal recycling factories in developing countries tends to dissipate
as the area becomes more remote, the last stop for the dirtiest, most unusable
recycled goods is often in the backyards of poor, rural citizens in developing
countries (Marshall). These goods are often hand-picked for saleable material
before being incinerated, often in open pits that reek of burning plastic and spew
toxic smoke into the air. Those living among this apocalyptic setting suffer from
severe health problems, damage to food and water supplies, and threats from
mafia-aligned illegal recycling factories. Remoteness, lack of regulation, and lack
of social mobility mean that it is difficult for citizens impacted by the devastating
environmental and public health impacts to demand change (Marshall). With little
power and facing economically unstable governments that need the global trade
support and lack resources to enforce regulation, citizens are economically and
spatially trapped in chemically laden wastelands.
U.S. citizens like Portlanders who call for sustainability and environmental
reform and recycle to work towards these goals are often largely unaware of
the devastating environmental impact of irresponsible recycling on developing
countries. The framework for a social call to change exists – sustainably-minded
citizens who have achieved domestic sustainability initiatives are morally
prepared to advocate for the oppressed and demand accountability from
exporters, but they are largely inhibited by a lack of education. Developing
countries, like the recycling material they import, across the globe and lacking
strong internet presence and backyard immediacy are, simply put, out of
sight out of mind – and this is largely spatial. Spatial understanding of the
crisis can highlight dire, underrepresented scenarios that result from recycling
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irresponsibility and excessive material consumption. Highlighting and promoting
information about end-of-life destinations (currently largely undocumented
(Geyer)) can help in understanding recycling as a complex system rather than a
one-step solution, raise awareness of dire situations in developing countries, and
help clarify currently ambiguous public understanding of who should be held
accountable for the recycling crisis.
Conclusion
Understanding the economic, social, and spatial factors in the recycling crisis can
help highlight responsibility and areas for intervention. All factors are driven by
spatial relationships: economics are influenced by transportation costs and facility
availability, social misguidedness is exacerbated by lack of spatial understanding,
and even the volume of recycling buildup is spatial. An examination of these
factors and their relationships to one another has highlighted a need to decrease
distance between processing facilities and increase social awareness of the spatial
impacts of the recycling industry.
Domestically located processing facilities would require environmentally safe
regulations, substantially reduce transportation costs, and provide the U.S. with
products made from recycled materials to put on the market. A major inhibitor
to effective and safe processing facilities is a lack of funding and technology, but
as a globally powerful and developed country the U.S. certainly has sufficient
resources to support domestic recycling processing. This shift can (and should)
be encouraged by corporations who invest in the development of recycling
processing facilities, argues Nestle Waters CEO Fernando Merce (Staub, “Nestle
Waters CEO: 100% Packaging Recovery Is Possible). Companies, especially major
producers of plastic pollution like beverage manufacturers, are being negatively
advertised through growing concern over ocean pollution. They therefore
have incentive to invest in recycling facilities and use recycled and responsible
materials in their products to gain back social capital (Staub, “Nestle Waters CEO:
100% Packaging Recovery Is Possible).
Policy change, especially globally, is also necessary. The UK is currently proposing
a bill to “end plastic waste exports to countries with poor waste management
systems (Dell).” This policy, if implemented in the U.S., would take proactive steps
in reducing irresponsible recycling without waiting for import restrictions. The
necessity to deal with recycling domestically would alleviate spatial obstacles to
understanding the impact of waste volumes and call on federal governments to
restrict irresponsible material production by corporations. It would also highlight
the inefficiency of the entire recycling system and call for alternative methods
of waste reduction that begin before production rather than after (Dell). The
recycling crisis is certainly severe, but examining the spatial, social, and economic
factors to take proactive initiatives rather than waiting on foreign markets
provides valuable insight on areas for improvement and steps forward.
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